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President’s Message
Thank you for taking time to read YOUR community magazine.
SHORA is a non-partisan association run by your neighbours. Many of us give
dozens of hours each month organizing events, meeting with city staff, and
working with you and your family to make our community stronger.
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This year we have had several departures from the board. Thank you to Else
Grech, our long-time Treasurer. Thank you to exiting board members Jordan
DesRoches and Shawn Lancaster, and welcome to new board member Denis
Semwogerere.

Julianna Eddy

James Johnston

SHORA urgently needs your help. Please get involved. If you have an idea for an
event that you would like to organize, please reach out to us (info@shora.ca).
If you have an interest in helping the board, please join us at one of the
meetings. We also need your help to ensure our ongoing work continues:

Kathleen Jay

•
•
•
•
•

At the skating rink
Writing articles for this magazine
Volunteering at our events
Canvassing
Attending city meetings

This issue highlights the efforts of your neighbours. You will read about
SHORA events, city plans for climate action, the changing infrastructure in our
community, environment, and much more.
Thank you to Lina Tasca, Gia Amedeo and Pieter Kool for their efforts in publishing this magazine. Thank you to the advertisers and the City of Mississauga
Community Grant Program who help fund SHORA’s annual activities.
I hope that you have the opportunity to engage with SHORA volunteers in
making our community one of the best in the GTA.

Brandon Wiedemann

Police Liaison

Community Calendar
December 14, 2019
MSO – Highlights from Messiah (Hammerson Hall)
December 15, 2019
MSO – A Merry Little Christmas (Hammerson Hall)
Winter 2019/2020
Skating Rink, Thornlodge Park (weather permitting)
January 25 & 28, 2020		
MSO – La Traviata (Hammerson Hall)
February (tba)
SHORA Annual General Meeting
February 8, 2020
MSO – Sultans of String (Hammerson Hall)

President@shora.ca
www.SHORA.ca • facebook.com/sheridanhomelands • @shora_sauga
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SHORA Liaison

March 28, 2020
MSO – Music by Request (Hammerson Hall)
April 11, 2020
Easter Egg Hunt, Thornlodge Park

Published By

Editor Lina Tasca • editor@shora.ca
Sales Pieter Kool • pieter.jcz@gmail.com • 416-802-7689
James Johnston • jjohnsto@gmail.com • 905-822-5256
Graphic Designer Gia Amedeo
Printer RJ Multi Litho Inc.

DEADLINE for Ads and Articles for the Spring/Summer Issue: March 31, 2020
Please send articles in Word Document format (not pdf).

April 25, 2020
MSO – Star Wars (Hammerson Hall)
May 30, 2020
Community Garage Sale
May 30, 2020
MSO – Orchestral Fireworks – The Music of Kings
(Hammerson Hall)
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By Brandon Wiedeman

Sheridan Park Drive - Changing Before Our Eyes
You’ve likely noticed a lot of changes in the Sheridan Park Drive corridor.
I’ve received many emails from neighbours - No, the extension has not
been approved, nor is it currently being built.
There are 6 projects currently underway or near completion.
1. New water mains at the rear of the baseball diamond.
2. New park with exercise equipment near the baseball diamond.
3. New bicycle maintenance rack at Fifth Line, part of the City of
Mississauga community grant program.
4. New Region of Peel Paramedic satellite station to serve our residents
(previously located south of the QEW).
5. New curbs at Erin Mills Parkway, designed to enhance pedestrian
safety by shortening the distance crossing the road and by slowing
turning vehicles.
6. New bicycle traffic lights at Erin Mills Parkway.
7. New multiuse trail on the west side of Erin Mills Parkway.

SHORA Membership
SHORA (Sheridan Homelands Ratepayers’ Association) is a non-profit organization
that relies exclusively on our members and partners to sustain ourselves. We do not
receive funding from the government or any other agency.
Over the last 15 years, we have kept our membership fees modest at $10 per year,
and will do so for the remainder of 2019.
Due to a number of factors like inflation, volunteer turnover, lack of volunteers, and the changing
perception of door-to-door canvassing, it will not be possible to keep annual membership fees at
$10 and keep providing the same activities and services as in the past.
Therefore, starting in 2020, membership dues will be increased to $15 per year through
an automatic subscription system, or $20 per year via cash, PayPal or cheques.
This is lower or equal to most associations in Mississauga.
To subscribe to the new automatic renewal membership service ($15 per year),
please visit www.shora.ca.

SHAKESPEARE IN THORNLODGE PARK
On July 25th 2019, some 180 people enjoyed Shakespeare’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’
performed by the Driftwood Theatre Company. Special thanks to Gary Betts for sponsoring this event.

Photos by Dahlia Katz
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By Councillor Karen Ras

Managing and Preparing
For Climate Change

We know that climate change is here and it’s affecting Mississauga.
The City of Mississauga is committed to decreasing our carbon
footprint and preparing the community for the effects of a changing climate. The recently released draft Climate Change Action
Plan is our ambitious, yet practical, plan to do that.
The weather around the world is changing and we are seeing
changing climates, rising temperatures, increased precipitation
and more frequent weather events.
In 2017 and 2019, we have had record high water levels in Lake
Ontario. We are certainly feeling these impacts locally including increased seasonal flooding, extreme rainfall, ice storms, and some
of the hottest summers on record.
More than half of the world’s carbon emissions originate in cities
and urban areas and cities are facing the increasing costs of adapting to the impacts of climate change.

Our Climate Change Action Plan (CCAP) presents a way forward
over the next ten years, providing an incremental process to take
action, measure progress, adjust to changing conditions, and continue to build towards the ultimate 30-year vision.
In the coming weeks, the City will be seeking public feedback and
finalize the CCAP for approval.
What are some of the Actions we are proposing? Here are just
a few of the planned options for change:

There is a cost to making these changes, and there are also costs
in taking no action.
Now is the time to have your say and provide input into the City’s
Climate Change Action Plan.
https://yoursay.mississauga.ca/climate-change

David D. Snell Ltd.
Windows
Replacement windows
with Solar Gain or Solar Shield,
Roll-a-way or magnetic screens.
Entrance Doors
Patio Doors
French Doors
Eavestrough
Leaf Guard
Soffit
Insulated Siding
Lifetime warranty on windows which
can be transferred to the next home owner.

• Invest in electric vehicle charging infrastructure for the corpo
rate and transit fleets;

Office: (905) 828-8111
Direct: (416) 802-7689
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Federal Election Candidates’ Debate

As with any major initiative, there is a substantial cost to implementing the Climate Change Action Plan. Initial estimates for the
first 10 years of the plan, based on current technology, is more
than $450 million. This is mainly for capital funding and is not currently contained in our ten year capital forecast which means in
the coming years, we have very tough choices to make.

• Convert the entire corporate and transit fleet (and equipment)
to zero emissions (e.g. electric and/or hydrogen technology);

• Install renewable energy (e.g. solar panels) at municipal
buildings;

By Lina Tasca

• Retrofit all municipal buildings to be net zero or near net zero;
and
• Ensure that all new corporate buildings are built to net zero or
near net zero standards.

As a City, Mississauga is committed to doing its part towards securing a better future and transforming into a low carbon and resilient carbon city. Taking steps towards this goal will be achieved
through actions taken not only by the City, but also by the wider
community including residents, business owners, and visitors.
I know some of you may think that no matter what the City does, it
won’t make a difference in the grand scheme of the global climate
change picture. But we as a Council know that we have an obligation to reduce the carbon footprint of our operations and services.
We have an opportunity to improve local air quality and become
more resilient when extreme weather hits. (As I write this, there is a
massive snow storm hitting the Prairies dumping 60+ cm of snow
at the end of September.)

Mississauga-Lakeshore

Eugen Vizitiu, People’s Party of Canada (PPC); Cynthis Trentelman, Green Party of Canada; Stella Ambler, Conservative
Party of Canada; Sven Spengemann, Liberal Party of Canada; Adam Laughton, New Democratic Party of Canada.

On October 10th 2019, SHORA, along with other Ratepayers’ Associations in South-West Mississauga, helped organize a Candidates’
Debate for Member of Parliament (MP) in the riding of Mississauga-Lakeshore. The five candidates (as shown in the photo) are
Eugen Vizitiu, People’s Party of Canada (PPC); Cynthis Trentelman,
Green Party of Canada; Stella Ambler, Conservative Party of Canada; Sven Spengemann, Liberal Party of Canada; Adam Laughton,
New Democratic Party of Canada.
The Southwest Mississauga Ratepayers Association Executive
presented questions gathered in advance to the candidates, followed by questions from the audience. This sometimes-animated
question and answer session included topics such as immigration,
climate change, environment, health care, economy, Indigenous
communities. and taxes, to name a few!
The Clarkson Secondary School Auditorium was filled to capacity with Sue Shanly facilitating the debate. This successful debate
provided residents the information required to make an informed
decision for the federal election.

CONGRATULATIONS
to Sven Spengemann on being re-elected
MP for Mississauga-Lakeshore.

Sven Spengemann
Member of Parliament
Mississauga - Lakeshore

YOUR
VOICE IN
OTTAWA!
My team and I
are here to serve
our community.

30-1077 North Service Road Mississauga L4Y1A6
905.273.8033
/SvenTrueNorth
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Climate Changes Will Help
Build Our Community

MISSSISSAUGA
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

By Gerry Ruygrok

I am proposing we go back to school and learn about the
climate changes that are impacting our environment. This
SHORA publication will be our school. I propose we fill it
with factual information and roadmaps to stimulate our
thinking and take action that impacts our environment in
a positive way.
We all know why this is important. Even our children are
getting the message that the climate is warming, is causing, and will continue to cause severe climate change. We
read and hear the warnings from scientists on the news
constantly. Yet are we not frustrated because we feel one
person can’t really have a positive contribution to saving
our planet? OR CAN WE?
On a community level, we are recycling our waste, building more bike lanes and even lighting our streets with LED
lighting. Some of us are choosing to cook and use our dishwashers and dryers during off-peak hours to lower electricity demand. BUT IS THAT ALL WE CAN DO? No, I don’t think
so. We can do more and we need to do more.
The real question is, “Will we do more if we don’t really understand the issues facing our environment?” Do we need
to understand what actions take priority or what is at stake
if actions are not taken? I think we do. Because we need to
make decisions and we need the facts to make them.
I am not an expert on climate but I am educated enough
like most of you to be able to learn more about climate issues. So, I am stepping up to bring you along on my journey.
I believe more awareness is the key to taking more concrete
action. ARE YOU WITH ME? Let’s make this fun, interesting
and informative. Let’s get our children involved. Let’s get
our hands dirty and just do what it takes to turn global
warming around.
By the way, when we teach our kids, we become the
students. They see we are taking an interest in them and
let’s not forget they have more energy. So why not involve
them. We will inspire them with our passion. Our passion
will bring out the best in them.
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These are some suggestions to get started:
1. Accept there is a climate change or global warming 		
crisis and accept we are also part of the solution
2. Learn what and how human activities are impacting our
climate and the severity of their impacts
3. Help our city do its best to create an optimum climate
change action plan by supporting their effort and
providing valuable feedback through
https://yoursay.mississauga.ca/climate-change
4. Go to the Mississauga Climate Action (MCA) public 		
meetings to obtain more climate awareness and plan
for action; register at
https://www.mississaugaclimate.ca/
5. Do things that lower your carbon footprint like:
a) Drive cars less and use bicycles more for those shorter
trips or use mass transit
b) Limit single use plastics – use a traveller mug, refill your
own water bottle, use glass containers for leftovers and
bring your own durable grocery bags
c) Limit heating and air conditioning where possible by
adjusting what you wear
d) Dry laundry on an outside rack or during off- peak hours
in the dryer
e) Turn leftovers into soup, plan meals and reduce beef
consumption
f ) Fly less, use renewable energy
6. Let your government representatives know climate 		
change action should be high on the agenda
With our collective effort of community, city and nation,
positive change will come. We need to take a stand, start
somewhere and engage others. I believe the above suggestions and others, as well as gaining more awareness and
understanding are key steps to reversing global warming.

What is Mississauga Climate Action (MCA)? Well, it is a new
community-based climate action group that is seeking
to connect all environmental organizations so everyone
engages in climate efforts throughout our city. Some
of these environmental groups promote tree planting,
watershed cleanup, food waste reduction, and taking climate
action to the top of political agendas during the current
election period.
Our role in MCA is to assist all these efforts by connecting
more people and accelerating the achievement of their
goals. I believe all environmental groups including MCA
are ultimately seeking to reduce our carbon footprint by
reducing greenhouse gas emissions thereby reversing
global warming. This will result in a more stable climate, less
intense weather and a healthier planet.
Presently, I am learning about climate change through a
book called Drawdown edited by Paul Hawken. Here’s what
he says. ”Project Drawdown is the most comprehensive
plan ever proposed to reverse global warming. We gathered
a qualified and diverse group of researchers from around
the world to identify, research, and model the 100 most
substantive, existing solutions to address climate change.
What was uncovered is a path forward that can roll back
global warming within thirty years.”
Drawdown captures the science and urgency of global
warming in layman’s language just as Silent Spring (Rachel Carson) did in 1962. Ms. Carson, a recipient of a U.S.
Presidential Commission, alerted us to the environmental
impact of fertilizers and pesticides. As a matter of fact, my
journey in environmental science started in the eighties after reading her book.
I hope that, as a teacher, I actually become the student. I
also hope you will join me on this journey. All our efforts are
necessary to grow a vibrant and healthy community where
we and our future generations will thrive. Together let’s turn
climate change around and create a lasting legacy for our
children.

Set for an impressive
48th Concert Season

Our popular Masterworks series of concerts
will feature the best of traditional orchestral
repertoire. Enjoy works by great composers
including: Dvořák, Rachmaninoff, Gershwin
and Copland. An impressive array of guest
artists will join the orchestra this season, including pianist Talisa Blackman, violinist Leslie
Ashworth, and the winner of the 6th Annual
MSO Youth Concerto Competition.
Now entering its sixth season, the Mississauga
Symphony Youth Orchestra continues to be a
stunning success. The MSYO is comprised of
a main Symphony Orchestra and two training
groups; Sinfonietta, an all strings ensemble,
and Symphonic Band, an ensemble for winds,
brass and percussion. We are proud of all
170 young musicians and are dedicated to
supporting youth engagement in Mississauga.
The MSO can be found online at:
mississaugasymphony.ca;
on Facebook at:
facebook.com/mississaugasymphony;
on Instagram at: @MSymph,
and on Twitter at: @MSymph.
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By Graeme Lake

Loyalist Creek Shoreline Update

As many of you have noticed, the gabion rock cage system
along the Loyalist Creek shoreline has started to collapse or has
completely failed. The failures are occurring on the north shore in
the 500m stretch between Liruma and Sheridan Park School and
are visible from the forest path.

Loyalist Creek Gabion - Partial Failure

The construction would then be scheduled to begin in 2022.
Overall cost would be north of two million dollars. Note, the project could be delayed if the work is not deemed a high enough
priority and is delayed in the budget for other work.

Partial Failure Resulting in Under Mining

Who to contact:
• Karen Ras, Councillor, Ward 2, Mississauga, 905-896-5200,
karen.ras@mississauga.ca
• City of Mississauga | Transportation & Works Dept., Auryn
Soares - Storm Drainage Coordinator, 905-615-3200 ext.3363,
auryn.soares@mississauga.ca
• Graeme, Resident, Loyalist.Creek.Concern@gmail.com

Complete Failure
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Electrical panel board and communication wirings installations are in progress and fire sprinkler piping installation
is almost done. Mechanical and HVAC equipment has been
installed, drywall patching and sanding are moving ahead
at full speed, and millwork will start shortly.
We are excited and have started to prepare for the move
to our new retirement home. If you are looking to make
Erinview your new home, don’t wait—book a personal visit
today for more information on how you can make this possible.

After the visit, the Councillor and the City communicated that
the gabion system needs to be replaced between Liruma and the
school.

The timeline is not set in stone and subject to budget changes, so
please contact our Councillor and the City for regular updates and
to help keep this project a priority.

Erinview Construction Update

The construction of the new building is progressing well,
and we are on schedule to take occupancy this winter. The
building’s exterior nears completion with 95% of the exterior brick work and 90% of the exterior windows and doors
complete, including the curtain walls.

Our Councillor, Karen Ras, and a city official, along with residents
and SHORA members visited the creek earlier this year to inspect
the damage.

City staff are currently defining the scope of work and acquiring
easements from residents so the environmental and design work
can begin in early 2020. The Councillor was able to retain a consultant to conduct the Environmental Assessment (EA) and Design
which essentially moves the project forward 4-5 months. The EA
is necessary due to the requirement of a complete diversion of
the creek during construction that could potentially impact other waterways, residents and aquatic life, especially in the case of
heavy rainfall.

By Tamara Billy

Erinview
2132 Dundas St W, Mississauga, ON L5K 2K7
(905) 823-6700

By Matthew Wilkinson

The General

Heritage Mississauga

Historian, Heritage Mississauga • www.heritagemississauga.com • 905-828-8411

There is a fascinating military grave marker in St. Peter’s Anglican
Cemetery in Erindale for a Napoleonic-era British General that
list the battles he served in and the knighthood he received as
a result of his service. The gravestone, unique in our city, marks
the final resting place of Brevet-Major-General, The Honourable
Sir Peter Adamson (1779-1865). Much of Sheridan Homelands today sits on his former 400-acre property, dubbed Thorne Lodge
– which is where the modern road name comes from.

for bravery and distinguished service. He was made a Knight of
the Tower and Sword, the highest honour in Portugal, for his heroic actions at the Battle of Salamanca on October 7, 1813 as a
Major of the 4th Cacadores. His Portuguese unit became known
as the Hunter’s Battalion, and he attained the rank of Brevet-Major-General in 1817.
General Adamson first came to Canada in 1817 and purchased
200 acres, known as Lot 32, Concession 1, SDS, in Toronto Township. His home, built circa 1820, was called Toronto House, and
later became known as Thorn(e) Lodge. After serving once again
in Portugal during the revolution in 1818, Peter returned to Canada twice more, first in 1819, and again in 1821, when he permanently settled here. In recognition for his considerable military
service and rank, Peter was later granted in excess of 2000 acres
of land in Halton and Peel counties, 700 acres of which were in the
Norval area, including the mill-sites and the future village site. He
also secured land in Norval for the building of St. Paul’s Anglican
Church. In addition, he was granted 1200 acres of land in Caradoc
Township in Middlesex County and Peter subsequently bought
additional acreage in the immediate Erindale vicinity, amounting to some 400 acres. Needless to say, Peter amassed impressive
land holdings, with some estimates suggesting he controlled over
20,000 acres of land throughout Upper Canada.

General Peter Adamson
Peter Adamson was born September 23, 1779 in Dundee, Scotland. He began his military career as an Ensign in the 71st Regiment of Foot on July 12, 1800 at age 21. A year later he was made
Lieutenant, rising to the rank of Captain by 1808 and Major in
1814. He attained the rank of Colonel in 1816, and gazetted Brevet-Major-General in 1817. He was appointed Colonel of the local
militia here in 1838.

Thorne Lodge, c1920

Peter was loaned by the British Army to the Portuguese Army
to aid in training them in the “British way of fighting” during the
Peninsular Wars against Napoleon Bonaparte. He served in 10 battles in Portugal: Talavera, Fuentes-D’Onor, Cuidad Rodrigo, Badajos, Vittore, St. Sebastien, Nivelle, Nive and Salamanca. He was
wounded once, a bullet through his hand on May 3rd, 1811 at the
Battle of Fuentes-D’Onor. Peter was awarded seven gold medals

For undocumented reasons, Peter chose to build his permanent
home here in historic Mississauga, and settled here (in what is
now the Sheridan Homelands area) in 1821 following his retirement from active service. His home was built from stone taken
from Loyalist Creek, which flowed through the front of his property. Toronto House (Thorne Lodge) became the local meeting
place, notary office, and government house until Chief Justice
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General Adamson was also a member of the Legislative Council
of Upper Canada, where he earned the title “The Honourable”. In
addition to being locally known as “The Colonel” or “The General”,
he was among the founders of two villages, Erindale and Norval,
and two Anglican Churches, St. Peter’s in Erindale and St. Paul’s
in Norval. In both Erindale and Norval, the main streets carry his
family name today. General Peter Adamson, K.T.S. (Knight of the
Tower and Sword), was an influential and powerful figure in early Upper Canada and shaped the communities around him. He
passed away in 1865 and is buried at St. Peter’s Anglican Church,
Erindale. His stone is engraved with the family coat-of-arms and
the list of the battles in which he served.

Heritage Mississauga
www.heritagemississauga.com
905-828-8411

Peter Adamson’s Gravestone at
St. Peter’s Anglican Church, Erindale
John Beverley Robinson built The Grange around 1828. The Anglican congregation, formed in 1825, first met in General Adamson’s
home. This congregation, in part thanks to the General’s resources
and contacts, secured ground for a church and cemetery in 1826,
which soon gave rise to St. Peter’s Anglican Church in Erindale,
with the first official service being held in November of 1827. General Adamson used his considerable influence, political contacts
and personal friendship with Sir John Beverley Robinson to secure the services of Reverend James Magrath from Ireland for the
fledgling parish.
In 1838 General Adamson was authorized to raise the First Provisional Battalion of Incorporated Militia of Upper Canada, consisting of 300 men. He was appointed Colonel of the battalion. His
brother, Doctor Joseph Adamson (1786-1852), was the surgeon
for the same battalion. Under General Adamson’s guidance, the
newly organized militia aided in policing the new territories, and
as Justice of the Peace, General Adamson also mediated any disputes that may have arisen. As one newspaper quote from the
day states: “A little authoritative control was a great help in maintaining peace and security.
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By Dr. Jacqueline Starink, DVM

So, you’re thinking about
getting a new puppy…
Consider visiting your local Humane Society or shelter to see what
breeds and personalities may suit your family. Some breeds and
temperaments are just not appropriate for a first-time dog owner.
Beware of the possibility that pets available on the web may be
through brokers for the very puppy mills that were frowned upon
when so many puppies were sold at the pet store. Now rescue
organizations have literally become big business, and taking on
an international dog can bring disease and risks that you may not
be expecting. The Humane Societies will often also import dogs,
however they usually provide screening tests that are more reliable or thorough.

It is not uncommon for people at this time of year to start to think
about the holidays, and whether it would be a fun time to get a
new pet for themselves or a loved one. It seems like such a great
gift, unconditional love and joy! The gift that keeps giving for,
hopefully, many years! What better way to teach empathy to children, to get adults out of the house and walking again, meet our
neighbours and get active. Maybe you have noticed a neighbour’s
dog and would like to have that very same breed because their
dog just always seems so great and friendly. Or maybe you have
seen a dog breed in a movie that seems so perfect! Whatever the
reason, there are many things to consider.

Finally, dogs are social beings that need your time, every day, and
if you can provide this, they will bring joy and companionship for
many years. Although the internet may seem like a great source
of information as you research this big step, consider visiting your
local veterinary clinic for some guidance. We are happy to help!

First, never buy a puppy based on the cuteness of the puppy at
first sight. They don’t stay a puppy very long, and you need to remember that puppy as an adult dog will have very specific needs,
and you will be the one to provide them. It’s basically like having
a toddler in the home! And never for a minute tell yourself that
your kids will take on all the responsibility! It is (virtually) always
the parent(s) who ultimately take on the care of the dog (think of
every excuse for not walking the dog, and I know you will hear it).
Next, the initial cost of the dog is often a sort of financial limit
people consider when choosing the puppy, when actually you
need to consider the costs that come along over the course of the
first 12-18 months. Investigating what this could be is well worth
it, as a small terrier will be much different from a golden-doodle
(think volume of food, grooming, parasite prevention and neutering costs, although blood testing and vaccines may be the same)
Also, training needs may be very different. You will want to invest
the time to ensure your puppy grows up to be a level-headed and
well-behaved member of the family that you can safely travel and
socialize with. Finally, think very carefully about your lifestyle and
ensure that you can manage the time investment that comes with
owning a dog.
14
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Ahead of the Curve:

New, wiggly microrobots raise hopes for minimally Invasive surgeries
By Ty Burke
The shortest distance between two points is a straight line, but
that doesn’t mean the most direct route will yield the best results.
As a concept, that isn’t exactly brain surgery, but it does apply to
it. During a craniotomy – a type of surgery that can target brain
tumours, aneurysms and other neurological conditions -- surgeons sometimes have to displace bone and tissue to reach their
surgical target. All things being equal, making an incision nearer
to that target means less tissue will be displaced -- but innovative
new tools are opening the possibility of less invasive surgeries
that don’t displace tissue at all.
Continuum robotics technologies being developed by the University of Toronto Mississauga’s Professor Jessica Burgner-Kahrs
draw their inspiration from nature. Made of a strong, super-elastic
nickel-titanium alloy, these robots can be tiny - just a few millimetres across. They move much like an elephant’s trunk or a worm.
Within the human body, continuum robots could take curvilinear
paths, navigating between obstacles like internal organs, and allowing surgeons to access targets in less invasive ways.
In the operating room “They’re using rigid, straight metal instruments, like a spatula with a hook at the end, and when a surgeon
wants to reach deep within the human body -- for example, to a
brain tumour -- they have to cut it wide open to achieve enough
triangulation with the instruments to reach and operate at the
target, and sometimes even remove any organ material. A very
small continuum robot can pass through this to the target. It can
just sneak along a path, minimally obstructing any tissue that’s
there. It’s the least invasive way to get there, and would enable
surgeries that now require substantial cutting to be done with a
lot less of it.”

Continuum robots can be equipped with cameras that enable a
surgeon to see within the body – much like an endoscope does
– and this doesn’t just open the possibility of doing existing surgeries in novel ways. It opens the door to entirely different types
of surgery.

Insurance & Financial Services Inc.
People you trust ~ Insurance that works!

The smallest continuum robot used by the Continuum Robotics
Laboratory. Photo credit Dr. Jessica Burgner-Kahrs.

“When you show this to a surgeon…that they can literally go anywhere, it opens their mind,” says Burgner-Kahrs.
Burgner-Kahrs was introduced to continuum robotics during her
post-doctoral work at Vanderbilt University, where she worked
with Robert Webster, a pioneer in the field. She was inspired by
its potential – particularly in medicine -- and has been working in
the field ever since.
She joined U of T Mississauga in spring 2019 as director of the
Continuum Robotics Laboratory and is cultivating a start-up atmosphere in her team.
“Our approach looks at the problem from various perspectives. I’m
not only hiring computer scientists, but also electrical engineers,
mechanical engineers and mechatronics engineers.”
The Continuum Robotics Lab will seek to tackle some of the field’s
fundamental research problems, including small-scale sensors,
mathematical modelling of robot movements, human-computer
interaction, miniaturization, and developing controls that will be
effective in all situations. She’s confident U of T Mississauga is the
right place to do it.

Dr. Jessica Burgner-Kahrs, Associate Professor and Director of
Continuum Robotics Laboratory, Department of Mathematical &
Computational Sciences, University of Toronto Mississauga.
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By Julianna Eddy

Sheridan Homelands
6th Annual Pumpkin Parade

Wonderful weather made for a wonderful evening as approximately 400 Jack-o’-lanterns lined the path in Thornlodge park.
Hot Chocolate was enjoyed by all thanks to Dayana & Angelo D’Amico of RE/MAX Realty Enterprises and Mory Diab of Tim Horton’s
Sheridan Mall location. Dayana, Angelo and Mory have supported this event since it began, and we are so thankful for their kindness
and commitment to the community. Thank you to Cynthia of Cynthia Summers Photography for capturing the essence of the event
with her incredible photographs. (Visit Cynthia’s Clarkson studio online at cynthiasummersphotography.com.) Thank you to everyone
who donated their pumpkins, volunteered their time, lent their wheelbarrows, and to everyone who came out to enjoy the event!
At the end of the evening, the volunteers diligently remove all the tealights, load the pumpkins in wheelbarrows and dump them
in the bin provided by the Region of Peel, to be composted. This year’s event provided 2,270 kg of pumpkins to be composted!
Mark your calendars for Sunday, November 1st, 2020 for our 7th Annual Pumpkin Parade! You won’t want to miss it!
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By Janice Hutchinson

Trash Walking (or Plogging)

Poison Ivy? Yes, in our Neighbourhood!

I had no idea poison ivy was growing in my backyard and side garden, along with other weeds.
While gardening, over a few days, I pulled it out unknowingly. I had a delayed reaction
and was covered in a rash all over my arms and legs.

Have you ever heard of plogging? It is a combination of jogging
and picking up litter that began in Sweden around 2016. It soon
spread to other countries and people are plogging everywhere
either alone or in organized events. The word plogging combines
the Swedish word ‘plocka upp’ (pick up) and jogging. Plogging is
a great full body workout combining bending, squatting, stretching and running. That all sounds pretty terrific except for the fact
that I don’t jog and if I did, I would likely end up in a heap tripping
over myself trying to pick up trash.
A few years ago, I volunteered at a community clean up in April
at Rattray Marsh Conservation Area. Everyone was brought together with the express intent of picking up the trash left after
the winter snows cleared. I headed for the rocky shore to see what
debris had washed up and left the others to the pathways. It was
a glorious day, the sun bright and promising spring despite the
bitter cold wind coming off the lake. I was invigorated by the environment but appalled at the garbage washed up over the winter.
I was hooked. Plogging without jogging!

By Jennifer Brennan

Beach Prior to Clean-up

The next time I volunteered, the cleanup was in conjunction with
The Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup, a national conservation
program that works with groups to organize and track garbage
picked up along our shores. It involves filling out a form to be submitted which tallies the garbage picked up and removed during
your event -- fifteen straws, twelve water bottle caps, seven cans,
one fishing net, three plastic toys, twelve coffee lids……you get
the idea. It is a bit tedious but worth the exercise to obtain a clear
vision of what is being collected.
Organized events seemed to be sporadic and sparse, so I began to
find myself alone at a beach, walking to gather garbage. A calming and peaceful activity, at one of Mississauga’s many beaches
enjoying the sounds of the water and the birds, and picking up
trash, meeting like-minded folk. I would do this alone or take a
friend. Some have gone on to their own solitary trash walks along
the beaches.

Adjacent Beach Area

Are you handy
with carpentry?

Last year I discovered nurdles -- tiny disks of plastic about the size
of a small ladybug. I hadn’t seen these before and they seemed to
congregate in groups hidden in the sand. They are harder to see
when walking but seated and sifting in the sand they seem everywhere. Nurdles are pre-production plastic resin pellets; raw plastic
before it has been formed into bottles, plastic bags, etc. One can
sit and gather these without the constant bending. Once I collected approximately 400 of them in a morning -- a new obsession!

your own or just register to track your own trash. Last check, they
reported 2,363 cleanups, 112,201 kg of litter from 4,286 km of
Canadian shoreline.
Trash walking can be done by anyone anywhere. Join in.
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Neighbours love our little libraries,
and we want to build more.
Plans, materials and some assistance provided.

Help out with the skating rink.
After dinner shifts last 2 hours.
Meet your neighbours, get some exercise.
Learn how to maintain a natural ice rink.
Training and mentorship provided.

info@shora.ca

info@shora.ca

SHORA needs your help!

The Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup have a website
(shorelinecleanup.ca) where you can find groups to join, start

High school student
looking for volunteer hours?

Garbage Collected on the Beach
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By Lynda McClatchie

Prepare for Fall Hiking:
5 Minute Dynamic Stretching

Registered Physiotherapist from Elevation Physiotherapy & Wellness
Fall is such a great time to get outside for a hike and explore our paths and trails—the cooler temperatures and the
bright fall colours make getting outside a wonderful and
healthy activity. Whether you are new to hiking or have experience, it is important to know how to prepare for a hike.
Of course it is important to bring water and wear appropriate footwear, but it is also essential to prepare your body for
a hike.
Dynamic stretching can warm up your muscles and get
them ready for the hike. They involve moving through the
stretches instead of holding one position. Typical static
muscle stretching require you to hold a position for 10 seconds or more, and dynamic stretching can better prepare
your body for the different movements you will do during
a hike.
A good dynamic warm up can improve your range of motion and flexibility around the joints in your hips and legs,
and bring blood flow to those muscles to get them ready to
move. For hiking, the hip flexors, hamstrings and quads of
the thighs, and calves are working all the time, especially if
your trails are up and down hills. A pre-hike stretch should
only take about 5-10 minutes, and should never be painful.
Then you’re all set to hit the trail!

2. Side Lunge: start with both feet wide apart and facing
forward. Bend your right knee as you shift your weight
over your right foot, then shift your weight all the way
over to your left foot as you bend the left knee. Lunge
back and forth 10 times in each direction.

Enjoying a book from

Little
Libraries

3. Bent- Knee Forward Swing: with your hands on a 		
wall, bend up your right knee to a 90° angle, then drive
it away to straighten behind you. Repeat by swinging
the leg up and back 10 times, then switch sides.

Dynamic Stretches for Hiking:
1. Straight-Leg Lateral Swing: holding on to something
for stability, keep your right leg straight and swing it
in front of your body like a pendulum, lifting it as high
as you can out to the side. Do not move your trunk.
Swing 10 times, then switch legs.
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4. Heel Raises over a Step: While holding on for balance,
keep the balls of your feet on the edge of a step or 		
ledge. Come up onto your toes of both feet, then
lower down slowly until your heels are below the step,
moving through the whole range of motion at the
ankles. Repeat 10 times, keeping equal weight through
both legs.
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SCIENCE • MATH • FRENCH • MUSIC
AND A BLENDED CURRICULUM OF
EMERGENT AND MONTESSORI

•Owner/Director is a registered Nurse
• 15 years in the Homelands
•Breakfast, lunch and afternoon snack

• No need for before or after school
• No holiday or summer care needed

• Field trips & Music classes included
• Extensive outdoor play space for ALL ages INCLUDING INFANTS
• 4000 sqft of indoor play space

• One of a kind in Mississauga

